Claude is known as an international trendsetter
in styling and fashion; talents he now applies
to the benefit of guests at Wynn and Encore.
Claude’s approach is unique: he draws upon
philosophies and techniques that create a
holistic approach to hair health and beauty.
His proprietary treatments nurture the hair. His
sense of style and knowledge of global fashion
trends allow him to design a look that both
meets the needs and reflects the personality of
each guest.
Claude and his Wynn salon artists offer a full
menu of exceptional cut, color, and rejuvenating
treatment services, using L’Oréal Professionnel
products from France.

Claude Baruk

Claude Baruk was recruited by Wynn
Resorts from St. Tropez, where he enjoyed
an international clientele that included many
of the world’s most well-known celebrities.
Fortunately for Las Vegas, Claude now brings
his expertise exclusively to the award-winning
salons of Wynn and Encore as Managing
Director.

Rendez-vous with Claude Baruk

WOMEN’S SIGNATURE
“5 STEP” CUT

From $230

Claude Baruk’s innovative “5 Step” cutting
method creates an easy-to-maintain style
specifically designed for you and your lifestyle.
CLAUDE’S SIGNATURE
EXTENSION CUT

From $300

Based on his “5 Step Cut,” achieve beautifully
blended style with natural looking results.
MEN’S CUT

$130

A precision scissor cut to texturize and shape
your hair to a manageable style.
BLOW-DRY

$90 – $150

Claude’s exclusive techniques create shiny,
vibrant hair with just the right amount of volume.
BLOW-DRY WITH EXTENSIONS

From $150

UPDO

From $130

From trendy to classic, collaborate with Claude
to find the perfect style to fit your occasion.
BRIDAL UPDO

From $175

After a consultation with Claude, an elegant
style for your special day will be crafted.
Hair Accessory Addition to Updo

WASH, BLOWDRY, AND UPDO

$35
From $220

BANG TRIM

From $30

COMB OUT

$45

ROOT TOUCHUP

$110

ONE PROCESS COLOR

From $150

TWO PROCESS COLOR

From $250

Color and highlights, along with placement and
the perfect color combination, will give your
hair beautiful dimension.
HIGHLIGHTS

From $210

Brighten your face with beautiful color, create
high contrast, or enhance your natural color.

“LE BALAYAGE DE CLAUDE”
BARUK BALAYAGE

From $250

Claude’s innovative highlighting technique
incorporates hand painting of wet hair with
artistic placement perfect for achieving ombre,
sun effect, or natural look with no root effect.
CUSTOM/
CORRECTIVE COLOR

Per Consultation

Claude will provide luminous custom color from
the richest shades of brunette to the perfect
shade of blonde all while keeping the integrity
of your hair a top priority.
RENDEZ-VOUS PRIVÉ

Per Consultation

Claude will use his knowledge in the beauty
and fashion industry to provide a personalized,
one of a kind experience that will be tailored for
each of his guests.

WOMEN’S SIGNATURE
“5 STEP” CUT

From $125

MEN’S CUT

$85

BLOW-DRY

$75 – 130

BLOW-DRY WITH EXTENSIONS

From $130

UPDO

From $100

BRIDAL UPDO

From $130

Hair Accessory Addition to Updo

$35

WASH, BLOW-DRY, AND UPDO

From $175

BANG TRIM

$30

COMB OUT

$45

ROOT TOUCHUP

$85

ONE PROCESS COLOR

From $110

TWO PROCESS COLOR

From $185

HIGHLIGHTS

From $120

BALAYAGE

From $150

CUSTOM/
CORRECTIVE COLOR

Per Consultation

WYNN BEAUTY MAKEOVERS
BY CLAUDE BARUK
LUXURY FASHION PHOTO
SHOOT PACKAGE
Price Per Consultation
Includes a full range of options for nails, hair,
makeup and a backstage fashion photo shoot
to capture this indulgent moment.
ULTIMATE STAR PHOTO
AND VIDEO PACKAGE Price Per Consultation
The ultimate fashion experience. Includes a full
range of options for nails, hair, makeup, and
a backstage video and fashion photo shoot to
capture it all.

PERMS

From $120

RELAXER

From $120

Minimum 15 people
ONE NIGHT IN VEGAS
HAIR, MIX, AND WINE… Price Per Consultation

5 minutes | $40

Ideal for entertaining a group of friends or
for any special event. Includes an offering of
all services, a live DJ, champagne and hors
d’oeuvres—a perfect warm-up for a Las Vegas
night to remember!

RESTORING RITUAL
Kerastase Instant Mask

REJUVENATING RITUAL

10 minutes | $45

Kerastase Intense Booster

ESSENTIAL CEREMONY
Shu Uemura Mask

5 minutes | $40

Salon Beauty Packages

Master Stylist

Our master stylists have been expertly
trained by Claude to provide exceptional
services.

$175

The revolutionary power of steam, combined
with Pro-Keratin technology, creates beautifully
sleek and manageable hair with an anti-frizz
effect that lasts up to three days.

KÉRASTASE
TREATMENT RITUALS
Enjoy one of our relaxing hair treatment
rituals customized to address your specific
needs, combined with a scalp massage to
leave your hair feeling rejuvenated.
INDULGENT RITUAL

20 minutes | $70

This sensorial experience combines a
concentrated masque and hair treatment with
a scalp massage—leaving you relaxed and
delivering profound results.
24-CARAT RITUAL

30 minutes | $90

The Elixir Ultime 24-Carat Ritual is highly
concentrated, oil-enriched and delivers shine,
nourishment, softness and radiance. Your
stylist will create a unique alchemy for your
ritual.
ULTIMATE
CAVIAR RITUAL

45 minutes | $130

Our most luxurious treatment ritual is combined
with an expert scalp massage and extremely
concentrated
ingredients,
leaving
hair
rejuvenated with highly visible results.

SHU CEREMONY

Our Hair Spa is the essence
of treatment and well-being,
providing you with time to
relax and restore the hair as
well as body and mind, while
offering you a unique and
private space for a complete
hair treatment ritual.

Relish in the serenity and beauty of our hair
ceremony offering unique customizable
treatments combined with high-performance
formulas to enhance your scalp, hair and
mood in just moments.
INFUSION CEREMONY

30 minutes | $90

Relax while this treatment works to cleanse
impurities and hydrate the hair leaving your
scalp feeling refreshed and your hair nourished.

Hair Spa

KERATIN
SMOOTHING TREATMENT

Hair Extensions

HAIR EXTENSIONS
We use Hairdreams® Extensions which consist
of the highest quality human hair to blend in
perfectly with your own natural hair. Extensions
can give anyone striking length or volume in
just a few hours so that practically any desired
styling is possible.
Price Based on Consultation

TAPE EXTENSIONS
We use the Hairdreams® Quikkie Tape
Extensions to help you achieve the style of
your dreams in a fast and easy manner. Create
eye-catching color effects, bang extensions,
asymmetrical hairstyles, extra soft transition,
gorgeous length and natural volume.
Price Based on Consultation

25 minutes | $50

EYES ONLY

30 minutes | $80

Reshapes nails and cleans cuticles

Eyelash application is included in this service.

SIGNATURE MANICURE

MAKEUP APPLICATION

40 minutes | $70

45 minutes | $85

All the elements of the Classic Manicure with a
choice of Dead Sea minerals and salt exfoliation
or a hydrating mask, followed by light massage.

AIRBRUSH MAKEUP
APPLICATION

CLASSIC PEDICURE

This foundation application is designed for
long lasting maximum coverage, delivering a
flawless finish.

Nails are
polished.

clipped,

40 minutes | $90

reshaped,

SIGNATURE PEDICURE

buffed

and

55 minutes | $110

45 minutes | $100

BRIDAL MAKEUP
APPLICATION

55 minutes | $140

All the elements of the Classic Pedicure
with Dead Sea minerals and salt exfoliation,
hydrating mask, followed by a light massage.

Includes airbrush
application.

POLISH CHANGE – HANDS

15 minutes | $30

POLISH CHANGE – FEET

15 minutes | $35

Individual eyelash clusters or strip lashes
enhance your real lashes. Can be added to
your makeup service or booked alone.

Choose from acrylic or gel products.
Full Set or Pink and White 90 minutes | From $145
Fill
Nail Repair

90 minutes | From $105
60 minutes | From $85
15 minutes | $15 per nail

Acrylic Removal

EYELASH APPLICATION

SEMI-PERMANENT
LASHES

NAIL ENHANCEMENTS

Fill Pink and White

makeup

30 minutes | $35

and

eyelash

15 minutes | $40

30 minutes | $100

Natural lash extensions that last up to 3 weeks.
Full application and fills available.
PERMANENT
LASHES

120 minutes
Price Per Consultation

Natural lash extensions that last up to 8 weeks.
Full application and fills available.

ADD-ON SERVICES
French Polish – Hands

$10

French Polish – Feet

$15

Paraffin – Hands or Feet

$25

Gel Polish – Hands

$30

Gel Polish – Feet

$40

Gel Polish – Removal

$20

Rock Star Gel – Hands or Feet

$20

PERMANENT
LASH FILLS

60 minutes | Starts at $150

EYEBROW TINT

15 minutes | $40

A semi-permanent tint that will complement
any skin and hair tone.
LASH TINT

15 minutes | $45

A semi-permanent tint that lasts up to six
weeks.
WAXING
Hair removal using warm wax to safely remove
tiny facial hair quickly and precisely.
Brow Shaping

$30

Lip Waxing

$30

Chin Waxing

$30

Full Face, Excluding Brows

$75

Makeup Services

Nail Services

CLASSIC MANICURE

$175

Begin your ultimate experience with a trim
or haircut followed by a luxurious hot lather
shave which includes pre-shave oil, exfoliation,
purifying mask, steamed hot towels and a
paraffin hand treatment.
DELUXE HOT LATHER SHAVE

$100

Relax while you enjoy a close shave which
includes pre-shave oil, exfoliation, purifying
mask, steamed hot towels and a paraffin hand
treatment.
CLASSIC HOT LATHER SHAVE

$65

Includes pre-shave oil, steamed hot towels and
a shave with and against the grain.
SINGLE SHAVE

$55

Includes pre-shave oil, hot lather, steamed hot
towels and a shave with the grain.
HAIRCUT/TRIM

$85

A cut or trim using scissors or clippers. Includes
grooming of the ears, nose and eyebrows.
HEAD SHAVE

$70

Includes pre-shave oil, hot lather, and steamed
hot towels.
EVEN CLIPPER CUT

$50

A one length, all over cut which includes
grooming of the ear, nose and eyebrows.
HAIRLINE TRIM

MINIMUM AGE
Clients under the age of 16 are welcome
to receive salon services, but must be
accompanied by an adult.

Please advise us of allergies so that we may
use products that are appropriate for you.
CANCELLATION POLICY

From $45

Includes cleanup of beard, mustache, and
goatee with clippers.
JUNIOR MEN’S CUT, 12 and under

Please arrive at least five minutes prior to
your salon appointment to allow enough time
to check in.

MEDICAL CONCERNS
$30

Performed on the neck line with a razor.
Includes cleaning around ears and sideburns.
FACIAL HAIR GROOMING

CHECK-IN

$55

Includes an optional shampoo and haircut or
trim using scissors or clippers.

As a courtesy to all, we ask that a six-hour
notice be given if you need to cancel or
change your appointment. For a cancellation
with less than a six-hour notification, guests
will be charged 50% of the treatment fee.
For no-show appointments, the full treatment fee
will be charged.

Salon Policies

Barber Services at Wynn Salon

WYNN ULTIMATE HAIRCUT
AND SHAVE

CLAUDE BARUK SALON AT WYNN | ENCORE
open 9 am - 7 pm
3131 las vegas blvd. south, las vegas, nevada 89109
www.wynnlasvegas.com
www.encorelasvegas.com
FOR RESERVATIONS
the salon at wynn
telephone 702.770.3900
the salon at encore
telephone 702.770.4772
Hairdreams and Quikkies are registered trademarks of
Hairdreams Haarhandels GmbH
Shu Uemura and Kerastase are registered trademarks of
L’Oreal Société Anonyme (SA) France
© 2014 Wynn Resort Holdings, LLC

